CUSTOMS CLEARANCE TRAINING
It is becoming more likely that the UK will leave the EU
without a deal on 31st of January 2020.
After this date, the UK will be a third country. Consequently,
customs declarations will be necessary both for the import
and export of goods to and from the UK.

This course is a tutorial-based workshop to ensure you
understand how to move goods through customs. Following
the training you will be able to complete the associated
documentation, referred to as a Single Administrative
Document (SAD), fig 1.1 below..

What businesses need to know about customs
declarations?
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Completing customs declarations is not straightforward
and usually businesses who trade internationally engage a
specialist to perform this task.
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It is also widely accepted that there will be a critical shortage
of customs clearance agents to make declarations on behalf
of traders and therefore, many businesses will be forced to
bring this function in-house in order to trade with partners
in the UK.
How can we help?
BDO is offering a training course that will demonstrate
how to make customs declarations that will enable your
company to continue trading. This training is aimed towards
those companies who have not managed to engage a
clearance agent.
Upon completion of the course, participants will be in a
position to decide whether you want to make their own
declarations or proceed with a customs clearance agent.
If you decide to proceed with an agent, this course will also
enable you to better understand and interpret the work that
they are doing on your behalf.
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An inability to make customs declarations will affect the
ability of traders to move goods and may be an existential
threat to the viability of many businesses in the event that
the UK leaves the EU without a deal.
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Course availability
BDO is here to help you and your business through these
uncertain times. We will be running this training in two
sessions during December so that you can familiarise
yourself with the basics of Customs Clearance procedures.

If you are interested in attending one of these
sessions or would like to find out more information
please contact brexit@bdo.ie
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CUSTOMS CLEARANCE TRAINING

Day 1 – Customs Theory

Day 2 – SAD Completion
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Introduction

What is Customs?
Incoterms
Valuation
Mandatory Documents

Export SADs

Thyme IT
SAD B2B Guide
Break

Export Box by Box
Analysis

Thyme IT
SAD B2B Guide

Import SADs

Break
Step by Step walkthrough of how to
complete the SAD

Lunch
Import SADs

Lunch
Import Box by Box
Analysis

Step by Step walkthrough of how to
complete the SAD

Record Keeping

Importance of keeping good records

Thyme IT

Introduction to Layout of Thyme IT

Thyme IT
SAD B2B Guide
Break
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Prepare your Business for Brexit
In summary we strongly recommend that businesses prepare a plan to include:
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Brexit Strategy
Supply Chain Review
Grants and Loans

VAT on Entry
VAT registration for new company
VAT planning

AT

Importing into the UK/ROI
Duty Impact
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Terms of Trade
Trusted Trader

New Company or Branch set up
Tax Registration
Transfer pricing
People Planning
Tax Planning
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